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Publication date: 22/07/20 For European markets (EU), Switzerland, In order to facilitate exporters to Norway on the basis of the actual situation of registration of REX codes and the aspirations of businesses, the Ministry of Industry and Trade sent a letter to the European Commission (EC) on a request from Vietnam that the registration
of the REX code on 1 January 2020 by Vietnam formally applied the mechanism under which exporters are to register the origin of goods (REX) under the Universal Tariff Preferences System (GSP). The REGISTRATION PERIOD REX code expired on June 30, 2020. Recently, the VCCI has stepped up the implementation of the
guidelines and the registration of REX codes. However, by the end of June 30, 2020, only 2,464 REX codes had been registered and active (82.35% of all online REX code registrations for 2,992 applications). However, in recent years, the Ministry of Industry and Trade has received thoughts on the application from some businesses and
industry associations, but so far has not received a REX code. Due to the impact of the Covid-19 outbreak, the EC will be in a 2020-2020 year. The Ministry of Industry and Trade has written to the VCCI to inform businesses that the EC has approved an extension of rex code registration by 31 December 2020. At the same time, the VCCI
asks the VCCI to urgently resolve and process the rex code application for Vietnamese businesses, to avoid receiving tariff incentives according to the GSP of the undertakings. on the basis of the actual situation of rex code registration for exporters on the EU, Swiss and Norwegian markets and the aspirations of businesses, the Ministry
of Industry and Trade has sent a letter to the EC asking Vietnam to register the REX code by 31 December 2020. In early 2019, Vietnam formally applied the mechanism under which exporters are to register the origin of their own goods (REX) in the General Tariff Preferences System (GSP) and rex code registration period since early
2020, the Ministry of Industry and Trade regularly monitors progress and urges the VCCI to register REX codes for Vietnamese businesses. Recent VCCI report data shows that in recent months the VCCI has stepped up the implementation and registration of rex codes for companies. However, by the end of June 30, 2020, only 2,464
REX codes had been registered and active (82.35% of all online REX code applications in the 2,992 apps). Photo source: ec.europa.eu However, in recent years, the Department of Industry and Commerce has received feedback from some businesses and industry associations on the application for REX code, but so far has not received
REX code. Due to the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak, the EC issued Regulation (EC) No 2020/750 on Regulation (EC) No 2020/750 extending the REX code to 31/12/2020 and sent a notification of this Regulation to beneficiary countries, including Vietnam. In order to facilitate exports of companies to the EU, Switzerland and Norway
on the basis of EC notifications, the actual situation of rex code registration and the aspirations of undertakings, the Ministry of Industry and Trade sent a letter to the EC asking Vietnam to send a letter by 31 December 2020. In order to ensure the progress of the REX mechanism, without affecting the chances of using tariff incentives
under the GSP, the Ministry of Industry and Trade recommends that businesses actively capture the information, contact the VCCI without delay in order to guide and register the REX code in order to comply with the GSP requirements. The Ministry of Industry and Trade also wrote to the VCCI requesting notification from businesses that
the EC had approved for Vietnam the registration code REX by 31 December 2020. At the same time, ask the VCCI to continue trёёng giёi quyёt, xí lí hồ sё đề nghị đăng ký mã sã sã sã rex doanh nghiёp Viёt Nam, tránh làm gián đoёn cё hội hёng ŵu đãi thuё quan theo GSP c¢a các doanh nghiёp Nguồn: vietnambiz &gt;&gt; Có thể bёn
quan tâm: &gt;&gt; Nhاn báo giá các dịch vụ c¢a Advantage Logistics tёi đây: Rex 84 , brief readiness exercise 1984 , was a classified scenario and practice developed by the U.S. federal government to detain large numbers of U.S. citizens considered national security threats, in case the president declared a National Emergency. The
plan was first revealed in a large newspaper by reporter Alfonso Chardy in the Miami Herald on May 15, 1987. Possible reasons for such a crackdown have been reported to be widespread opposition to U.S. military invasion abroad, such as if the U.S. were to directly invad Central America. [1] [2] According to Professor Diana Reynolds,
the plan also authorized the army to direct the ordered movement of civilians at state and regional level. [4] Garden Plot and a similar previous practice, Lantern Spike, were originally revealed by journalist Ron Ridenhour, who summarised his findings in an article for CounterSpy. [5] Transcripts of the Iran-Contra hearings of 1987 record
the following dialogue between Rep. Jack Brooks, Oliver North's lawyer, Brendan Sullivan, and Senator Daniel Inouye, Democratic chairman of the Joint Committee of the Senate and the House:[6][7] [Jack] Brooks, Congressman North, was not at the same time trusted to work on government continuity plans in the event of a major
disaster? Brendan Sullivan [North's lawyer, excited]: Mr. President? - No, no, no, no, no, no, no Inouye: I think this issue concerns a very sensitive and classified area, so can I ask you not to touch this? Brooks: I am particularly concerned, Mr. President, because I read the Miami papers, and many others, that there was a plan for drafting,
by the same agency, a contingency plan in case of an emergency that would suspend the U.S. Constitution. And I am deeply concerned and wondering if this is an area where he worked. I think that was and I wanted to make a confirmation. Inouye: Let me most respectly ask that this issue was not touched on at this stage. If we're going
to go for it, I'm sure we can agree on a leadership meeting. The U.S. government's contingency plans to round people up, seen by the government as subversive or a threat to civilian order, have existed for decades. [8] For example, between 1967 and 1971, the FBI more than 100,000 people need to be rounded up as subversive, dubbed
on the ADEX list. [9] See also COINTELPRO FEMA Main Core Mariel boatlift No Fly List Non-Detention Act NSPD-51 Palmer Raids Posse Comitatus Act terrorist filter database for violent radicalization and homegrown terrorism prevention act 2007 References ^ Ross Gelbspan (1991). Break-ins, death threats and the FBI: a secret war
against the Central American movement. South End Press. Isbn 978-0-89608-412-4. (Accessed 2016-10-19). ^ Holly Sklar (1988). Washington's war in Nicaragua. South End Press. 357-359. ISBN 978-0-89608-295-3. (Accessed 2016-10-19). ^ Ward Churchill; Jim Vander Wall (2002). Cointelpro papers: documents about the FBI's secret
wars against dissatisfaction in the United States. South End Press. 410-411. ISBN 978-0-89608-648-7. ^ Reynolds. Archived from the original 2012-09-10. (Accessed 2005-09-17. ^ Ridenhour, Ron (1975). Garden plot and the new action army. Counterspy. ^ [Transcript from the House Committee to Investigate Secret Arms Transactions
with Iran, New York Times, July 14, 1987 ] ^ Clip: North being questioned on REX 84, 1987. www.c-span.org. ^Diana Reynolds, The Rise of the National Security State: FEMA and the NSC Archived 2005-08/27 at the Wayback Machine, CovertAction Information Bulletin, issue #33 (Winter 1990). ^ Donner, Frank (1980). Age of
surveillance: The goals and methods of the American political intelligence system. New York: Alfred Knopf. P. 166, p. 166. ISBN 0-394-74771-2. See also: Martial Law Concerns, Congressman Jim McDermott, House of Representatives, March 11, 2003. External links article by Frank Morales about Operation Garden Plot, the larger
operation of which Rex 84 was part. The edited version of this article appears in the CovertAction Quarterly #69 2000 spring/summer section. Foundations are in effect for martial law in the US, Ritt Goldstein, Sydney Morning Herald, July 27, 2002 Retrieved from
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